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Abstract. A number of ports are located close to cities or have other limitations on approaching areas of water. The 
optimization of the port and the use of possible areas of water are linked with the maximum number of the ships that 
could enter the port. The main factor considered in the presented study is the potential possibilities of water areas used 
for the ships entering the port as well as manoeuvring, turning, mooring and unmooring operations performed by the 
largest ships.
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Introduction

A number of ports have limitations on improvement in 
areas of water. At the same time, they make attempts to 
increase the size and frequency of the ships entering the 
port or to expand the areas in some of the ports. Naviga-
tion safety in the limited areas of port waters or in some 
parts of the ports is the main factor to be considered as 
regards port development and optimization with mini-
mum investments in port infrastructure.

Navigation channels, ship turning basins and access 
to quay walls are very important for the largest possi-
ble ships in order to optimize width of the navigational 
channels and ships turning basins in ports (PIANC 2010, 
1997; Recommendations of the Committee… 2010). The 
optimal possible width of the navigational channel, an 
optimal diameter of ship turning basins and safe access 
to quay walls should be calculated and tested employing 
simulators and checked involving real ships thus start-
ing preparation for optimizing areas of water in ports 
(Paulauskas 2011). Calculations and comparisons of the 
parameters of navigational channels and ship turning 
basins as well as ship manoeuvrability characteristics, 
particularly ship stopping distance, with the parameters 
of port waters are very important for the optimization of 
the aquatories of ports or certain parts of ports to assess 
the frequency of passing ships in order the largest ships 
could enter the specified places of ports. 

With reference to exact calculations and experi-
mental results obtained employing simulators and real 

ships, the maximum possible number of the vessels, 
depending on their parameters, that can enter ports or 
certain port areas and minimum investments into the 
development of port infrastructure is the main goal of 
the article. 

1. Situation in Areas of Water in Ports 

Limitations on the area of water in ports (port basins) 
request to be improved or maximum used for the pur-
poses of terminal development and an increase in the 
capacity of the existing terminals. For example, some 
parts of the ports like Ventspils in the Venta River area, 
Gdańsk in the Martwa Wisła area, the Port of Klaipėda 
in Malkų Bay and some other similar ports or port ar-
eas can be considered. The above mentioned parts of 
the ports or port areas have very narrow navigational 
channels and severely limited ship turning basins. For 
instance, the width of the navigational channel in the 
port area of Martwa Wisła River in Gdańsk makes about 
88 m, and the ship turning basin is only about 300 m 
in diameter (Fig.  1). The width of the channel in the 
port area of the Venta River in Ventspils is about 80 m, 
and the ship turning basin is about 280 m in diam-
eter (Fig.  2). The width of the navigational channel at 
Klaipėda port in Malkų Bay is about 80 m, and the ship 
turning basin is about 280 m in diameter (Fig. 3). At the 
same time, the Port of Gdańsk accepts PANAMAX con-
tainer ships having a length of up to 295 m, width – up 
to 32.8 m, whereas the Port of Klaipėda in Malkų Bay – 



Post-PANAMAX ships having a length of up to 230 m, 
width – up to 40 m (future prospects point to accepting 
the ships having the length of up to 295 m and the width 
of up to 46 m). The Port of Ventspils allows entering 
the ships the length of which makes up to 256 m and 
width – up to 42 m.

To increase ship length in areas of water in ports 
and channels is possible on the basis of accurate theo-
retical study, calculations and testing provided with the 
help of simulators, the check of real ships and the use of 
modern navigational systems and devices (PIANC 1995; 
Gucma, Montewka 2005; Paulauskas, V., Paulauskas, D. 
2009; Tomczak 2008). In such cases, ship and tug mas-
ters as well as port pilots must have relevant practical 
experience (Paulauskas 2011).

2. Theoretical Basis for Evaluating and Optimizing 
Areas of Water in Ports 

Port waters that include navigational channels, ship 
turning basins and access to quay walls or jetties must 
comply with safety requirements for ship entries, moor-
ing, unmooring and leaving areas of water in ports. 
The parameters of navigational channels, including the 
width, depth and bend radius of the channel, depend on 
calculations referring to the largest ship (Paulauskas, V., 
Paulauskas, D. 2009):

  = ⋅ β + ⋅ β + ⋅ ∆ + ⋅ +sin cos sin cosc c c nB L B L K v q b ,  (1)

where: L  – ship’s length between perpendiculars [m]; 
B – ship’s width [m]; b – the angle of ship drift at the 
entrance to the ship turning basin or in the channel [de-
grees]; DK  – ship movement around the ship’s course 
[degrees]; vc – current velocity [m/s]; qc – the angle of the 
current course [degrees]; bn – navigational margin [m].

The drift angle of the ship while proceeding to the 
channel can be assessed employing the formula (Pau-
lauskas 1999):
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where: v – ship’s speed in the channel (many ports ac-
cept 6 or more knots) [m/s]; vd – the drift speed of the 
ship [m/s]; vc – current velocity [m/s]; qc – the angle of 
the current course [degrees]. 

The evaluation of wind effect determined by drift 
velocity can be calculated using the formula (Strem 
2004):
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where: va – wind speed [m/s]; Ca – aerodynamic coeffi-
cient (1.07 can be adopted); ρ1 – air density (calculations 
use 1.25 kg/m³); Sx – the space of projection onto a Dia-
metrical Plane (DP) of the wind surface area of the ves-
sel [m²]; Cy – hydrodynamic coefficient (calculations ac-
cept 1.5÷1.8); ρ – water density [kg/m³]; Fd – the space 
of projection onto a DP of the underwater area of the 
vessel [m²]; qa – the course angle of the wind [degrees].

Fig. 1. A part of the Port of Gdańsk in the Martwa Wisła area 
(width of the navigational channel – about 88 m,  

ship turning basin – about 300 m in diameter)

Fig. 2. A part of the Port of Ventspils in the Venta River area 
(width of the navigational channel – 80 m, ship  

turning basin – about 280 m in diameter)

Fig. 3. A part of the Port of Klaipėda in Malkų Bay (width 
of the entrance channel – about 80 m, ship turning basin – 

280 m; improvement should increase the basin up to 320 m)
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The space of projection onto a DP of the underwa-
ter area of the vessel can be calculated using the formula 
(Paulauskas 2011):

dF L T= γ ⋅ ⋅ ,  (4)

where: g – the coefficient of the space of projection onto 
a DP of the underwater area of the vessel (for large ships, 
0.95 can be adopted); T – ship’s average draft [m]. 

Theoretically, the width of ship turning basins and 
other channels followed by the ship can be calculated as 
follows (Paulauskas, V., Paulauskas, D. 2009): 

sin coskB L l L B= + ∆ + ⋅ β + ⋅ β +

sin y nL K P b⋅ ∆ + ⋅σ +′ ,  (5)

where: Dl – additional length requested for tugs or ship 
movement during ship turn in the turning basin (can be 
accepted as the length of a towing line) [m]; P  ′ – prob-
ability coefficient (in case of probability not less than 
95% (P  ′ can be accepted as 2.5); sy  – observation ac-
curacy of ship position [m]; bn – navigational supple-
ment evaluating the accuracy of ship turning basins or 
channel slops [m].

The drift angle of the ship in case of the absent cur-
rent could be calculated as follows (Zalewski, Montewka 
2007):

arctg dv
v

β = β = ,  (6)

where: v – ship‘s speed at the entrance to the ship turn-
ing basin or in the channel [m/s]; vd – the drift speed of 
the ship [m/s].

When calculating the depth of ship turning ba-
sins, channels and other port waters, the points, such as 
maximum possible ship’s draft, sounded depth, survey 
tolerance, siltation, squat allowance of the ship, the in-
fluence of ship rolling (heel), the response of waves in 
the places of action, an additional navigational margin 
of depth evaluating possible changes in depth and other 
atypical situations should be taken into account. 

Ship turning basins must guaranty safe ship turn 
employing tugs or thrusters. The ships like containers 
or Ro-Ro vessels and some tankers have thrusters and 
can turn without tugs. If using them, a minimal width 
(diameter) of the turning basin can be determined with 
reference to the formula (Paulauskas 2011):

maxa VB L L l= + + ∆ ,  (7) 

where: Lmax  – the overall ship’s length [m]; LV  – tug’s 
length [m].

For ships having thrusters, a minimal width of the 
turning basin should be not less than (Strem 2004; Pau-
lauskas 2011):

( ) max1.1 1.25aB L≥ ÷ ⋅ .  (8)

The geometrical parameters of the turning basin 
must provide for navigation safety; a minimum diam-
eter of the turning basin for tug-assisted vessel turning/
rotation under good weather conditions, i.e. wind speed 
below 12 m/s, should make at least:

max max0.1 2B VD L L B= + ⋅ + ⋅ =

max1.1 2 VL B⋅ + ⋅ ,  (9)

where: BV – the maximum width of the tug (for example, 
8÷10 m can be accepted) [m]. 

The minimum bend radius of the navigational 
channel could be calculated as follows:

2BR L≥ ⋅ .  (10)

The maximum frequency of ships, in case of the ex-
iting one sailing line in the specified port area, is equal to: 

T
n

F
T
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where: n – the number of ships that can sail in the speci-
fied place per period T.

Sailing time for ships in the navigational channel 
while performing manoeuvres in the turning basin and 
moving from the navigational channel or turning basin 
(period) could be calculated as: 
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where: SN1 – the length of the navigational channel from 
the port (channel) entrance up to the ship turning basin 
[m]; v1 – ship’s average speed in the navigational channel 
under imposed port regulations [m/s]; TT – turning time 
for ships, (for large ones, it can reach 0.3 deg/s, where-
as for small – up to 0.5÷0.7 deg/s (Baublys 2003)) [s].

Period TT should include stopping time for the ship 
before turn, i.e. finally, full time close to the ship turning 
basin will be:

S T stopT T t= + ,  (13)

where: TT – turning time for ships [s]; tstop – stopping 
time for the ship, taken depending on the stopping 
method of the ship [s]; in many cases, it cannot be cal-
culated on the basis of the main formula (Paulauskas 
1999; Paulauskas, V., Paulauskas, D. 2009):
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= + + ,  (14)

where: m – ship’s mass in combination with added water 
mass [kg]; Rx – resistance of the ship’s hull that can be 
calculated referring to the methods presented in (Pau-
lauskas 2011) [N]; Fx – the force of the ship’s propeller 
that can be calculated employing the methods presented 
in (Paulauskas 2011) [N]; FV – tugboat bollard pull that 
can be calculated applying the methods presented in 
(Paulauskas 2011) [N].

The distance of ship stopping Sa and time tstop can 
be found from formula (14) as:
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where: kin  – ship inertia coefficient found using the 
methods presented in Paulauskas (1999). 
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For practical calculations, in case of a low ship’s 
speed usually maintained in port channels and port ar-
eas, stopping time for the ship can be accepted as:
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Ship movement from the turning basin up to the 
quay wall or outside the navigational channel could be 
calculated as follows:
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where: SN2  – distance from the ship turning basin to 
the channel border can be accepted as the width of the 
navigational channel [m]; v2 – ship movement from the 
ship turning basin can be accepted as the ship’s towage 
speed, and, in general, can make up to 2 knots (1 m/s).

The maximum number of ships per day, in case of 
the sailing direction of the ship in the navigational chan-
nel, can be calculated as follows: 
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where: Dt – additional time for ship movement outside 
the channel or ship turning basin with a possibility of 
other ships crossing the ship manoeuvring areas.

On the basis of the methodology presented in this 
article, it is possible to evaluate the maximum possibility 
of ports or port areas so that to attract the largest ships 
and the possible maximum number of vessels.

3. Practical Case Study on the Evaluation  
of Width of the Navigational Channels  
and Ships Turning Basins in Port 

For practical evaluation, the area of the Port of Klaipėda 
in Malkų Bay (Figs 4–12), that consists of the entrance to 
the navigational channel, ship turning basin and access 
to quay walls, or jetties, has been considered. The length 
of the navigational channel is about 1000  m, the ship 
turning basin is located at a distance of about 500 m to 
the quay walls and the permitted speed in the navigation 
channel and other port areas is not more than 6 knots. 
The case study has been done with reference to theoreti-
cal calculations employing the methodology presented 
in this article, SimFlex Navigator simulator (SimFlex 
Navigator 2012; Thiers, Janssens 1998) and monitoring 
real sailing ships applying the Automatic Identification 
System (AIS). 

The ship’s speed before the entrance channel and 
after passing it, under the wind, cannot decrease, and 
therefore the results are shown in Figs 4 and 5.

The average size of the ships sailing to Malkų Bay 
covers the length of about 150 m and the width of about 
26 m. Stopping distance is about 450÷500 m, the average 
stopping time is about 250÷400 s, the distance from the 
ship turning basin to quay walls – 500 m and the aver-
age speed after ship turn on the way to the quay wall is 
about 2.5 knots.

Fig. 4. Ship entry to the turning basin in Malkų Bay 
(electronic map)

Fig. 5. The entry of a container vessel (L = 295 m)  
to the turning basin in Malkų Bay (visual view)

Fig. 6. A turn of a container vessel (L = 295 m) into the ship 
turning basin in Malkų Bay employing 2×50 T bollard  

pull tugboats (electronic map)
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The conducted case study shows that sailing time 
for the ship in the navigational channel is up to 500 s, 
stopping time – about 300 s and turning time – about 
600÷700 s; ship movement from the turning basin to 
the quay wall area is about 500 s and the total time to 
occupy the port area – 1200÷1400 s (20÷23 min). 

Entry and departure time for ships to Malkų Bay 
depends of the ship’s size and is received on the basis of 
the methodology presented in this article and checked 
referring to experimental data on the ship (entry and 
departure time with and without a turn and the total 
ship’s time for arrival and departure in the navigational 
channel and ship turning basin) displayed in Figs 9–11. 

Fig. 7. The entry of a container vessel (L = 295 m) into Malkų Bay considering the parameters of time, speed,  
the bollard pull of the tugboat and wind velocity

Fig. 8. A track of the real ship (L = 180 m) sailing to Malkų 
Bay (received by AIS devices)

Fig. 9. Ship arrival time to Malkų Bay, including and 
excluding a turn, depending on the ship’s length received 

using the calculation method and experimental data  
on real ships 

Fig. 10. Ship departure time from Malkų Bay, including and 
excluding a turn, depending on the ship’s length received 

using the calculation method and experimental data  
on real ships

Fig. 11. The total ship arrival and departure time (ship’s time 
in the navigational channel and turning basin) depending  
on the ship’s length received using the calculation method  

and experimental data on real ships
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In all cases, the turning speed of the ship having length 
more than 150 m can be accepted up to 18÷20 deg/min. 

The maximum numbers of the ships that can enter 
and leave Malkų Bay depend on the ship’s size and the 
frequency of visits to Malkų Bay (k = 0.4÷0.8). The main 
optimizing task based on calculating the exact param-
eters of sailing ships (stopping distances, turn areas) is 
solved applying the methodology presented in the article 
(Fig. 12).

Theoretical calculations and a case study on opti-
mize width of the navigational channels and ships turn-
ing basins in ports methodology have been discussed 
in this article and can be used in ports or port areas for 
enhancing and referring to the possibilities of calculat-
ing an increase in effectiveness and competiveness in 
ports or port areas.

Conclusions

1. Navigational channels and ships turning basins are 
an important part of the port and should be used to 
substantially increase port effectiveness and compe-
tiveness.

2. The article presents optimization methods for width 
of the navigational channels and ships turning basins 
in ports monitored employing navigational simulators 
under real conditions as well as show the possibility of 
using them in any port or port area.

3. Calculating the optimization of the width navigational 
channels and ships turning basins in ports could be 
recommended for evaluating the possibilities of ports 
and water ways, as well as for promoting investment 
in adjustments regarding the dimensions and flows 
of ships. 
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